[Chrome sirens, herostratic machines. "Desiderata: psychology of things" (G. Anders): for reorientation of psychology].
Taking up Günther Anders' hypothesis of the "antiquated nature of the human", Lütkehaus expounds a "psychology of things" suitable as a replacement for all form of human psychology, including psychoanalysis. The basic assumption of the psychology of things is that as the human individual as a subject is totally ruled by technologies and machines-cars, computers, the media etc. -all talk of the subject and subjectivity has become completely obsolescent. In the psychology of things psychic productions are seen as frozen masks of the spiritual in which the human individual cultivates and indulges the illusion of a non-existent subjectivity. With references to the dropping of the atom bomb on Nagasaki and the annihalation machinery of the Nazis the author attempts to concretize this new paradigm.